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ABSTRACT 

We investigate the R symmetries of standard-l ike superstring models. At the 

level of the cubic superpotential there are three global U(l) R symmetries. These 

are broken explicitly by TV > 3 terms in the superpotential and spontaneously 

by scalar VEVs necessary to preserve supersymmetry at Mp. A Z% discrete 

symmetry remains but is equivalent to fermion number modulo 2. These models 

possess an effective R parity which arises from the interplay between the gauged 

V(\)B-L ^ d U{\)ri„. 
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model (SM), whatever their ori

gin, may contain dangerous terms which violate baryon number (B) and lepton 

number (L) at unacceptably large rates. This is because, conlrury to the S-

M case, in these models the SM gauge symmetry does not result in accidental 

(global) B and L symmetries. For example, the superpotential of the minimally 

supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) may contain (dimension four) terms 

like [1,2] 

ciQtLjdi, + cjmdjdi, + C3L,L}ei„ (1) 

where i,j, k are generation indices. The first two operators induce an unaccept

ably large proton decay rate unless c\cj < 10~26 [2] (for squark and slepton 

masses of at most a TeV). The third operator induces L violating rare events 

such as fi —> e + e ~ e + unless cj is sufficiently suppressed [3]. It is difficult to ex

plain such small couplings without resorting to a symmetry that protects them. 

An elegant way of obtaining such small (or vanishing) couplings is to impose an 

R parity on the model [1,2]. This is a Zt symmetry which does not commute 

with supersymmetry (SUSY) and under which the supe radds have the following 

charges: Q t , i i , t* i , d{, e, (and Tv",, the r ight -handed neutrino if it exists) all have 

- 1 (odd) , Hi,H2 and the vector superfields have +1 (even). In other words, 

under R parity all SM states are even whereas all their supcrpartners are odd. 

R parity, as denned above, eliminates the dangerous terms in Eq. (1) without 

affecting the usual terms in the MSSM Lagrangian. 

The above considerations hold not only for MSSM but for any supersym

metric extension of the SM. In particular, any superstring model which reduces 

to MSSM or some extension of it at the TeV scale must somehow suppress the 

terms in Eq. (1) enough so that constraints from B and L violation are satisfied. 

In this letter, we examine the R parity in s tandard like superstring modelsj-1,5]. 

We find that there are three continous [/(]) R symmetries at the cubic level of 

the superpotential. These are broken explicitly by higher order (N > 3) icrms in 
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the superpotential and spontaneously by the scalar VEVs which are necessary in 

order to preserve SUSY around the Planck scale. Then, only a discrete 2 j sub

group of the three l/(l)'s survive. We find that this Zj is not the R parity usually 

assumed in MSSM and does not eliminate any of the terms in Eq. (1). In fact, 

it is equivalent to fcrmion number modulo 2. On the other hand, standard like 

superstring models possess an effective R parity which arises from the particu 

lar charges of observable and hidden sector states under gauged V{\)B L and 

" (Or , . , -

The standard-like superstring models that we consider have the following 

properties [4,5]: 

1. N = 1 space-time SUSY. 

2. A SU{3)c x SV{2)i x t ' ( l ) n x hidden gauge group. 

3. Three generations of chiral fermions and their superpartners, with the 

correct quantum numbers under SU{Z)c x SU(2)i x U(\)y. 

4. Higgs doublets that can produce realistic electro-weak symmetry breaking. 

5. Anomaly cancellation, apart from a single "anomalous" t ' ( l ) which is 

canceled by application of the Dine-Seiberg-Witten (DSW) mechanism ;6\ 

The standard-like superstring models are constructed in the four dimensional 

free fermionic formulation [7]. The models are generated by a basis of eight 

boundary condition vectors for all world-sheet fermions |4,5J. The observable 

and hidden gauge groups after application of the generalized GSO projections 

m SU(3)c * U(\)c * SU(2)L x [ / ( l ) i x [ / ( l ) « * and SU{5)Jf x SU{3)H x V{\)2, 

respectively. The weak hypercharge is given by U(l)y = \U(\)c 4 \^0)L and 

has the standard 5O{10) embedding. The orthogonal combination is given by 

£>(!)*• = U(\)c-U{l)L. 

The models have six right-handed gauge U{l)r symmetries which correspond 

to the right-handed world-sheet currents fj'fj'' (j = l,2,3) and j/'j^.y'ii'^ui'w*. 

• f ( O f = \V(\),,.L and f/(l), . = 2U(1)T,K. 
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At th»- level of the cubic superpotentiul, there is a left-handed global t ' ( l ) r sym

metry for every right handed gauge L ' ( l ) , . The six left-handed global sym 

melries. correspond to the left handed world sheet currents x l 2 , x " . X 5 6 and 

yiye,y'*>i,\ji2u>4. We concentrate on the first three of these since their sum 

gives the t ' ( l ) of the N = 2 world-sheet SUSY [8] algebra which means that 

X r i .X3 4>X5 8 a r e SUSY charges. This can also be seen from the basis vector S 

5 •= ( 1 , - - , 1 , " , • • • , 0 | 0 , - - , 0 ) . (2) 

*-,x""" 

S plays the part of the SUSY generator in the sense that the SUSY partners of 

the states from any sector a are given by the sector S -t- a. The three xtJ ' s make 

up the SUSY generator S. Therefore different (scalar or fermionic) components of 

superfields will have different Qft (t — 1,2,3) charges exactly as for R symmetries. 

We will see that the world-sheet currents X12»X34iX58 correspond to space- t ime 

global E/(l) R symmetries at the cubic level of the superpotential . Of course, 

due to a well-known theorem .9^, there are no continous global symmetries in 

strings. These global 6'(1) R symmetries are broken explicitly by TV > 3 terms in 

tne superpotential and spontaneous!) by scalar VEVs required by the stability 

of the SUSY vacuum near the Planck mass. As a result there remains only a 7JI 

subgroup (R parity of the model) which is equivalent to fermion number modulo 

2. 

A generic standard like superetring model including the complete massless 

spectrum with the gauge quantum numbers and the cubic superpotentiaJ were 

presented in Ref. [4] and will not be repeated here. We use the notation of Ref. 

[4} throughout this letter. The massless states with their R charges given by 

U(\)t, are: 

(a) The sectors 61,2,3 which give the three chiral generations. States from 

each sector 6j have Q^ = 1/2. The superpartners of the chiral fermions in sector 

bi come from the sectors 5 + 6; with Qtj = Qlt = - 1 / 2 where i ^ j ^ k. 
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(b) The sector b\ + 63 +• a +0 gives the following scalers: a weal doublet >m, 

a color triplet Da and SO(10) singlets +45,"fr,' ,Qj >*i a " w ' t n l n € - " charges 

Q/, Ql, ' - J / 2 . The sup t rpar t tiers of these states have Q/, 1/2. 

(c) The Neveu-Shwarz sector gives the graviton, the dilaton, the antisym

metric tensor and the gauge bosons of the model all with vanishing K charges. In 

addition this sector gives the weak doublets fti.j.j and the singlets 4>33, 4>i3,4>i3 

and <i,^2,^3 with the R charges: 

Cf , (^ l ) = 0«1(*23) = Q / 1 ( f l ) = - 1 , (3a) 

QtAh2) = QtA*i3)--QtAh)= - I . (3*) 

Qu(h) = QI>(*H) - QiAb) = - 1. ( 3 0 

and all other charges vanish. The supersymmetric pa r tn t r s of these are ob

tained by substi tuting the degenerate vacuum of the S sector instead of the 

Neveu-Shwarz vacuum. The superpartners of the graviton, the dilaton, the an

tisymmetric tensor and the gauge bosons have Qix - Qfj _- Qf:) - 1/2. The 

superpartners of other Neveu-Shwarz states with Qtt 1 have Qf Qfk 

1/2, Qti = - 1 / 2 where again i ^ j ?• k. 

The barred conterparts of the above states (in the notation of Ref. [4 ) have 

the same U(\)it charges as the unbarred states. In addition there are hidden 

sector states from sectors bi -f- 2j and b\^ +• b$ -f a ± j -+• (I) which have nonzero 

Qtt i"l|5]- None of the results we obtain change if these states are taken into 

account and therefore we will neglect them '"n the following. 

We see that the states of the model and their superpartners have differ

ent charges under the three R symmetries. This is expected since the parti

cles and their SUSY counterparts appear in the same superfields and the su-

perspace parameter 9 carries R charges. We find the R charges of 0 to be 

Q/i = Ql2 = Qlz — 1/2 by inspecting the difference between the K charges 

of the different components of superfields. The cubic superpotential is obtained 
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by calculating the cubic world sheet correlators At -• d , l ' / 1 ' / / using the rules 

of Ref. [S[ and is given in Ref. !•!;. (Here \'/ (1',*) are the fermionic (scalar) com

ponents of the vertex operators.) All of the terms in the cubic supcrpolential 

have the R charges Qi, -- Qt7 •- Qi, -- -1 so that the integral over superspace, 

Jd?6\V, is R invariant. On the other hand, string seleOion rules impose the 

space-t ime (or field theory) selection rules [8] 

£ > . = £ Qi, = £<?& = o. «) 

on the F terms obtained at the cubic level. These are seen, at the field theory 

level, as symmetries of the cubic superpotential. Since there are no gauge bosons 

corresponding to these symmetries in the inassless spect rum, Q/, are global sym

metries. (The corresponding gauge bosons are necessarily projected out by the 

generalized GSO projection in order to get .V - I space-t ime SUSY.) 

We now show that the three U(i) R symmetries are explicitly and sponta

neously broken. The R symmetries are broken explicitly by N > 3 nonrenormaliz-

abie contributions to the superpotential. These terms are obtained by calculating 

correlators between vertex operators [8] 

AN~(V/V2
JV?---V>). (5) 

The nonvanishing terms are obtained by applying the rules of Ref. [8]. In order 

to obtain the correct ghost charge, for an order ;V term, N - 3 vertex operators 

are picture changed by taking 

V,+1(z) = ^ec(w)TF(m)V,(z), (6) 

where Tf is the world-sheet super current given by 

G 

r, = t-xd.x + i Y, x'v'»' = if + 77' + r ; \ (7) 
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with 

TF
X = e-*"T„ + e-^ ' r , . + e - * " r „ T / ' = [T}1)', (8) 

where T1; = -^.(y'u)' + iy'ui') and e'x" = T^tx' + 'X')- " c a n D e shown that only 

the Tp' piece of Tf contributes to AN IS] and therefore each picture changing 

adds one unit to either one of one of the R charges. Now, the string selection 

rules require that £) Q/t = 0 for i — 1,2,3 are satisfied after all picture changings 

have been performed. As a result, a generic order N term which requires TV - 3 

picture changings does not satisfy the conservation rules given in Kq. (A) with the 

H charges given before. Conversely, only order N terms with ]T Q/ >• Q/., *• Qt, 

3 — TV survive the string selection rules. Thus, N > 3 terms, in general, break the 

R symmetries explicitly. For example at order N ~ 5 we have ihe quark mass 

terms [10,111 

•ujQihit&i, (9a) 

<*i<?i>i45*J-«l, (94) 

dlQjh^^,, (9c) 

which break Q{1 and Qi7 explicitly. Q/3 is explicitly broken by the leptoquark-

quark mixing term [12] 

d3DtiK3*n*j(ti + 6)- (10) 

As stated above, the rr°ssless sector of the model has an anomalous £/(!) 

gauge symmetry, U(\)A- This anomaly is cancelled by a Green-Shwarz countert-

erm which induces a Fayet-Hiopoulos term into the D constraints for U(\)A [6j. 

The set of F and D constraints is given by the following equations: 

°A = £<&*? = =££-7^)^, (11a) 

^ r > = S e r i a l 2 = 0 J = 1.-.5, (116) 
k 
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dv. 

where Xk are '"• ' fie'ds t n a l Sei VEVs and 0 J arc their charges. H' is the cubic 

superpi.tential add r;, are the fields which do not get VEVs. a ' is the string 

tension and 7Y(Q,i) 180 in this model. Kq. (11a) is the D constraint for 

the anomalous 1'[1)A- We see that some .90(10) singlet scalars must gel Planck 

scale VEVs in order to satisfy (11a) and preserve SUSY around the Planck scale. 

Then, due to tne other F and D constraints most or all of the other scalars also 

obtain VEVs. Since these scalars in general have nonzero R charges all three R 

charges are spontaneously broken around the Planck scale. For example, in the 

model of Ref. [4] under consideration, 4>45 must get a VEV in order to satisfy 

Eq. (11a). This and other VEVs of scalars coming from the sector 6i-"-ij-I a + 0 

break Q/t and Qi.t spontaneously around the Planck scale. SUSY F constraints 

in the observable sector require that {$n) = \*ia) -" (fl) = 0 [10]. Thus , Qi, 

can only be broken by hidden sector VEVs. For example, (Vj) and (V2) which 

are needed to get quark mixing break Qta spontaneously around the Planck scale 

[ l l j . 

After the three U(l) R symmetries are broken explicitly and spontaneously, 

there still remains a discrete R symmetry in the model. This is a Z% subgroup 

(of i / ( l ) 3 ) , i.e. an R parity. Charges of states under this R parity are given by 

exp(inQfi) where QR - 2YlQt, + Qi, * Ql*- The Zi charge defined this way is 

invariant under picture changing since every picture changing operation changes 

the sum by one and QR by two. QR is not broken spontaneously either since all 

5O(10) singlet scalars which get VEVs have QIt ~ 0,2. We find that under this 

Z? all superficlds are even and $ is odd. As a result, all scalars are even and all 

fermions are odd. This is equivalent to fermion number modulo 2 and therefore 

does not give any new constraints on the model. In particular this Zi symmetry 

which is not the usual R parity (under which mat te r fermions are even) does not 
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eliminate the dangerous terms in Eq. (1). 

In light uf this result, how can the terms in Eq. (1) be suppressed in s tandard 

like superstring models? In these models B — L is gauged and given by V{\ )B I — 

2 £ ' ( l ) c / 3 . Conservation of U(1)B-L (or equivalently of U{\)c) eliminates the 

tprms in Eq. (1) since they violate B — L in addition to B and L. Order N > 3 

terms which can induce these operators by scalar VEVs exist but they are all 

proportional to {N,) t the VEVs of the r ight-handed sneutrinos. Explicitly the 

nonrenormalizable terms in the supcrpotential are [10] 

(utdt + QjL^dtNiitiij, (12a) 

(•uid3 + QiL3)diNi*ii*}, (124) 

113^2^2^3*45*^ +U3dl<fiJVj*45*+, (I2e) 

QiLidjN,*^* + Q 3 L , d , V 3 * „ * 3
+ , (12</) 

Qi £2^3^2*45*3" + Q3£2<*?Nj*45*3", (12?) 

for the (effective dimension four) B violating operators . L violating operators 

have the same generic form and will not be written explicitly. 

Now, one might think tha t , in these models, since B — L is gauged, as long 

as it is not spontaneously broken by (Ni) the dangerous terms in Eq. (1) are 

eliminated. The situation is more complicated since there are hidden sector 

states with nonzero B — L charge which can get VEVs. In the notation of Ref. 

[4], these are Hi i = 1 4 , . . . , 2 6 with QB-L = ± 1 / 2 . SUSY F constraints in 

the hidden sector require most of the VEVs of Hi to vanish [12]. Still, either 

Hisi His o r H24,Hz$ may get VEVs and break U(\)B-L spontaneously near 

the Planck scede. In addition, the pair Hu,H^ has the correct QB-L charge 

to render the terms of Eq. (1) neutral under B — L. There is no danger of 

having B (or L) violating terms containing #24^26 however, due to conservation 

of local C/(1),J+J. (Strictly speaking, this is true only when Hls and H20 get 

Planck scale masses and decouple. In these models, they get masses of 1017 GeV 
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from the cubic superpotential |4|.) Therefore, even though gauged B I. can be 

broken by hidden sector VEVs, the terms iii Eq. (12a-e) are still the only ones 

to induce those in Eq. (1). This is due to a conspiracy between the l'(\)u-L 

and 1/(1),,,, charges of the massless states in the observable and hidden sectors. 

One can think of this as an effective U parity of the model which can only be 

broken by nonvanishing {N,). It is this effective R parity which requires the 

slates N% to appear in all the B (and L) violating terms in Eqs. (12a-e). The 

magnitude of the coefficients c, in Eq. (1) is controlled by {Nt). Since there are 

no other constraints on {N,) (from SUSY etc.), one can choose them to be zero 

or small enough to satisfy the constraints from proton lifetime (and L violating 

processes). Reversing the argument, proton lifetime gives an upper bound on 

(A',). The strongest constraints arise from the terms in Eq. (12a,b) and give 

{Ni)/M < 1 0 _ n or ( & ) < 10T GeV for TeV scale squarks. 

To summarize, we find that there are three continous C/(l) R symmetries at 

the cubic level of the superpotential. These are broken explicitly by higher order 

(iV > 3) terms in the superpotential and spontaneously by the scalar VEVs which 

are necessary in order to preserve SUSY around the Planck scale. Then , only an 

R parity (Zj) which i6 is equivalent to fermion number modulo 2 survives. On 

the other hand, standard-l ike superstring models possess an effective R parity 

which arises from the particular charges of observable and hidden sector under 

gauged U(1)B-L a n d l / ( l ) r , t s . 

The effective R parity which can be broken only by (A\) is not enough to rule 

out large B (or L) violation in standard-Like superstring models. There may be 

effective B (or L) violating terms other than the ones in Eq. (1). For example 

one must make sure that the effective A' = 4 terms in the superpotential such as 

dQiQjQkLl + csuiv.jdtei + ceQ,QjQkHi (13) 

which induce dimension five B violating terms are sufficiently suppressed. (Here 

i,j,k,l are gereration indices.) In addition, intermediate scale color triplets (such 
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as the It-ptoquark D+& in s tandard-l ike superstring models [12|) can induce ef

fective dimension five or six B violating operators unless they have weak enough 

couplings to mat te r fermions and /o r large enough masses.. A more detailed s-

tudy shows that B violation arising from the sources mentioned above can be 

suppressed sufficiently in s tandard-l ike superstring models so that constraints 

from proton lifetime are satisfied [14) . 

Arguments similar to the ones used in this letter can also be applied to the 

other global symmetries of the cubic superpotential . For example, in the model 

under consideration, the left-handed world-sheet currents y^y^y'w5 , !*;2^* give 

three other global U{\) symmetries of the cubic superpotcntial . These loo are 

broken explicitly by N > 3 terms and spontaneously by the scalar VEVs and 

may lead to discrete symmetries. In addition, string selection rules together with 

the specific charges of massless states may result in discrete symmetries which 

are not subgroups of continous global symmetries. 
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